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Appian Government Off-the-Shelf 
(GOTS) Products Accelerate Application 
Deployment at the DoD 

You’ve heard of commercial off-the-shelf software, or COTS. Now there’s  

GOTS: government off-the-shelf applications developed to meet the specific 

needs of government agencies and easily shared and adapted to meet other 

agencies’ needs. 

GOTS software complies with the federal government’s directive to leverage 

existing investments in application development. 

Benefits of Appian GOTS products include:

 
 
Reusable by design: Appian composable, low-code software. 

The low-code architecture and process automation and AI capabilities of the 

Appian Platform reduce development time by 90%, accelerate processes by 

95%, and offer a return on investment in less than six months.1

Quicker acquisition. Many GOTS applications qualify  

as sole-source procurement due to their uniqueness  

and reusability.

Lower cost. The software has already been developed  

and paid for by another department.

Faster time to deploy. Applications are proven and have  

received authorization to operate (ATO).

Alignment with government policy. The government is  

promoting shared platforms and common standards as  

part of its modernization directive.

Organizations that 
have adopted a 
composable approach 
will outpace the 
competition by 
80% in the speed 
of new feature 
implementation.
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Appian’s composable approach to software development—where workflows 

are designed using modular building blocks—helps the Department of  

Defense (DoD) meet its goal of reusing software across agencies and  

branches. Applications can be taken in whole or in part and incorporated  

into new workflows.

Composable applications improve productivity and scalability. They efficiently 

deliver reusable applications you can optimize and re-deploy quickly to meet 

your agency’s needs.

Appian GOTS applications 
reduce time to deployment 
at the DoD:

Investigative case  
management.

Originally developed for the  

Air Force Office of Special  

Investigations (AFOSI), the  

Appian investigative case  

management application  

is being reused at another 

high-profile US federal  

defense agency.

1 Forrester Total Economic Impact Report

Contract writing.

The Air Force CON-IT system 

built on Appian was adopted 

across the DoD, including by  

the US Army whose Army  

Contract Writing System  

(ACWS) was deployed in  

just 23 weeks and is ushering  

in a new era of efficiency. 

"With the power of low-code process automation 

and a unified data fabric we are able to streamline 

processes and facilitate innovation. By leveraging 

existing technologies, we are also maximizing  

efficiency and shareability across the Department 

of Defense."

Steve Edsall, US Army Contract Writing System product lead at PEO EIS 

Expedite your mission with modern applications and leverage  

government-off-the-shelf software. 

Learn more at appian.com.defense 
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